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To learn more about my creativity coaching trainings, books, workshops, services, and other offerings, please visit ericmaisel.com. You can also always contact me at ericmaisel@hotmail.com.

Actually coach clients.
Almost all beginning coaches, most coaches who never
quite begin to practice, and even experienced coaches are rather reluctant to see actual clients, either be-
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cause setting a fee makes them anxious, they worry
about saying the wrong thing, or for any one or several
of many reasons. Be aware of this, fight through it, and
actually coach clients.

Focus where you want to focus.
As a coach, it may be the case that you want to see lots
of clients. But you may be someone who prefers to focus on running workshops, writing books, consulting
to business, or creating trainings. Design your coaching
life to match your desires and your preferences!
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Be modest and ambitious.
You may have to start with a client here and a client
there. That’s life. Be okay with that. But at the same
time, set your sights high, aim to be a brand and a success, and stretch by reaching out into the wide world.
Be okay with modest results but keep thinking big and
keep stretching, even if that makes you anxious!
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Get your long-range tasks onto
your daily to-do lists.
Our long-range plans have lots of moving parts and
take a long time to execute. The only way to get them
done is to do them, which means that you need to be
doing them now, in a daily way. Break down your longrange tasks and do some of them every day!

Create easy-to-say talking
points.
Practice explaining simply and clearly what you are offering and why someone would benefit from working
with you. Get your elevator speech down pat. Be crystal
clear and do not go on for more than two or three sentences!
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Get started with phone and
Skype coaching.

Build your mailing list.

You don’t want only local clients. You want cli-

Some folks are brilliant at building their mail-

ents all over the world. To work with clients all

ing list and get it into the hundreds of thou-

over the world, you will need to get comfort-

sands. Others muddle along and never get

able coaching on the phone, via Skype, or in

much past a few hundred. Whether you are

some other “long distance” way. Begin that as

naturally brilliant or a bit of muddler, make the

soon as you can!

effort to build your list: it is your most valuable
sales tool!
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Give a first talk.
Then a second.

Get known.

Many of the tasks facing you may make you

You might be your own brand, like Oprah or

anxious. None may make you more anxious

Dr. Phil. Or you might get known for some

than speaking in public. Face that directly by

idea, like “the tipping point” or “the habits of

finding the way to give your first public talk,

effective people.” Whether your name gets

then your second, then your third …

known or your ideas get known—aim to get
known!
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Integrate what you know.

Be available and unavailable.

You’ve probably taken all sorts of trainings,

If someone potentially useful to you wants to

worked all sorts of jobs, and had all sorts of

chat, make the time. But don’t allow time for

experiences. Step back and ask yourself, “How

everyone and everything—be judicious in de-

can I integrate some of that so as to make my

ciding who gets your precious time! You want

offerings rich and my coaching rich?”

to be available when that makes sense and
unavailable when that makes sense.
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Lead the way.

Walk the talk.

Successful people innovate, integrate, envi-

Self-coach yourself on your own dreams and

sion, create, and in all sorts of ways exclaim,

goals. You can help others even if you can’t

“Look at me!” and “Follow me!” Be a leader,

quite help yourself, but you will be on much

even if you are more naturally a follower.

more solid footing as a coach if you can selfcoach yourself well.
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Wake up early.

Procrastinate productively.

Maybe because we are little anxious, a little

Maybe you are resistant to doing X. It would

blue, a little uncertain, a little unmotivated, or

be lovely if you could just crack through and

otherwise not quite ready to face the new day,

do X, but if you can’t, then instead of moping,

we can allow ourselves to get up later than we

moaning, or doing nothing, do Y. Do a produc-

know we ought to get up. Hop out of bed first

tive thing while you are procrastinating and

thing, get your day started, and enjoy your life!

not getting X done!
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Use sales tactics.

Reach out to “higher” people.

It’s rather important that you embrace em-

You may suppose that certain people, like a

ploying standard sales practices like offering

celebrity author, well-known coach, talk show

discounted prices for a limited time, offering

host, brand name blogger, big website own-

early bird specials, adding a free giveaway as

er, or leader in your field may be out of your

an inducement to buy one of your products or

reach. Change your mind about that. If there’s

services, and so on. Selling may not come nat-

someone you would like to reach out to, don’t

urally to you or sit all that well with you but it’s

stop yourself (via doubts, fears or worries)

does make a positive, significant difference!

from reaching out!
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Break the rules.

Work your “dream list.”

Many rules, because they represent tactics

If you have certain dreams, like bringing thirty

and strategies that work, are well worth fol-

people to Greece for a retreat or both writing

lowing. But many rules are well worth break-

and illustrating a manual, pay as much at-

ing. Every time you’re ready to embark on

tention to them as to everyday errands and

something, ask yourself, “Okay, everybody is

chores. Do something in support of one of

doing it this way, but is there a better way for

your dreams every day!

me to do it?” Many times, there will be!
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Expect setbacks.

Work with good people.

You may have hoped that twenty people

You need a web designer. You get in touch

would attend your first class and only two did.

with someone and almost immediately you

So be it. You may have worked really hard to

get the sense that he or she won’t do. Then

secure a certain lead and nothing much came

stop! Don’t go forward with people whom you

of it. So be it. The first twenty literary agents to

sense can’t do the job. Don’t out of politeness

whom you sent your coaching book proposal

or inertia spend fruitless months with less-

may take no interest in it. So be it. There will

than-stellar folks!

be countless setbacks. So be it!
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Hit reply and ask for more.

Say, “Yes!”

Someone agrees to announce your coaching

You get an offer—to speak, to run a workshop,

practice. Hit reply, thank her, and wonder if

to do some coaching in a business setting.

she might also announce your upcoming

Your first reaction may be, “Oh, my gosh, I’m

class. Someone agrees to publish an article of

not ready for that!” That may be the default

yours. Hit reply, thank him, and wonder if he

place you go—and where you stay. Try auto-

might like a series of articles from you. You do

matically saying “Yes!” instead. Act interested

not need to ask for more every time someone

while getting the details. Stand ready to say

gives you something you want—but asking

“Yes!” to such opportunities!

sometimes is a really good idea!
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Say, “No!”

Say, “Maybe!”

Something comes your way that is going

Learn not to be pressured into saying “Yes!”

to take a lot of your time and bring you few

or “No!” by having a strong “Maybe!” available

rewards, either emotional or material. But

as one of your go-to responses. That might

somehow you feel obliged or are simply

sound like, “Thanks for your offer! Let me get

used to agreeing to these time-consuming

some more details from you and then I’ll think

“helping” activities. Try saying “No!” instead.

about it.” Sometimes a strong “Yes!” or a strong

You wouldn’t say it with an exclamation

“No!’ is exactly the right response—but most

point, rather you’d say it with apologies and

often, the best response is a strong “Maybe!”

a smile—but you’d say it. Begin to skip those
time-consuming, energy-draining activities
that serve you poorly!
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Practice the “ABC” rule.

Create and float a
“big ticket” item.

You will live a more powerful, productive and

You might specialize in coaching writers and

successful life and perform better as a coach

meet them for a session at a time. But you

if you heed the following simple communi-

might also construct a package where a writer

cations rule: be affirmative, brief and clear.

works with you for a full year on a particular

Coaches lose a ton of business by being un-

project, maybe from inception to completion.

clear, windy, and negative. Let this be your

You might charge a significant fee for this full-

new default communications style!

year commitment; and were you to get writers
to sign up, and if it worked well for them and
for you, you might be on your way a very nice
income stream!
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Cultivate contacts.

Re-contact contacts.

Some folks, by virtue of their position, their

Maybe you’ve been in communication with a

reach, their influence, and so on, can be very

very busy, potentially valuable contact who

important to you and to your coaching ca-

went silent or who asked that you get back in

reer. These folks deserve cultivation: the ex-

touch with him in a couple of months. In both

tra-friendly email, the timely follow-up email,

cases, make sure to get in touch, in the first

the small gesture of help, etc. Spend real time

case in a week or two, in the second case in a

cultivating the people who potentially matter

month or so. You may lose contact with some

to you. There couldn’t be a better or wiser in-

folks for years on end—but that doesn’t mean

vestment of your time!

that they still aren’t important to you! Have
a system in place for reminding yourself to
re-contact the important people in your life!
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"Live all of your life
purposes"
To learn more about my creativity coaching trainings, books, workshops, services, and other offerings, please visit
ericmaisel.com. You can also always contact me at ericmaisel@hotmail.com.
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30. Don’t dialogue criticism.

33. Live all of your life purposes.

Someone criticizes you about something. They don’t

Being of help via coaching may be one of your life pur-

like your coaching, the book you wrote, the program

poses. Having a thriving career and being known may

you created, whatever. Don’t “get into it” with that per-

be two more of your life purposes. But no doubt you

son. Say nothing or only what’s absolutely necessary

have other life purposes as well, for instance quality re-

and get on with your life!

lationships, principled activism, creative efforts, desired
states (like calmness), and more. Make it your goal to
live all of your life purposes—no single one of them is

31. Learn by doing.

likely life-sustaining enough!

There’s always another workshop to take, another blog
to read, another webinar to listen to, another mastermind group to join, another something to participate

34. Do things sooner rather than
later.

in: and some of these may prove wonderful and valuable. But your best teacher is experience. Some tech

You could put something off or do it today. You could

things you must let others handle, as learning them

take a long time to do something or be a little—or a

is just too tedious, but as to learning what works for

lot—swifter about it. Living by the principle “sooner

you—that you will only come to know through tri-

rather than later and faster rather than slower” gives

al-and-error doing!

you a much better chance of crafting a successful
coaching career than living the other way around!

32. Ask questions.

35. Pay attention to your fans and
repeat customers.

You meet someone with a successful coaching practice. You’d love to ask some questions but you feel shy

Some folks will be particularly attracted to what you do

or maybe like you’d be trying to “steal his secrets.” Yes,

and especially appreciative of what you do. These folks

you can make up all sorts of reasons not to ask! But this

are likely to become loyal customers and a mainstay of

will prove a golden opportunity that you completely

your coaching practice. Make sure to pay attention to

missed. When you find yourself in a position to ask a

their needs, make them special offers, and let them be

question whose answer matters to you, ask it!

among the first to know what you are doing!
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Use systems, shortcuts,
and templates.

Blog for someone big.

You could spend half an hour or an hour creat-

It is easier than you might think to become

ing an email to send to a new client that asks

a blogger or a writer for a big website, mag-

him or her some basic questions and that be-

azine, newspaper, or newsletter. Online and

gins the coaching—or you could zip along the

print entities are always looking for content,

email you’ve created for such purposes and

for bloggers and for writers. Is there a topic

save yourself all that time. How much saved

you would like to blog or write about? Locate

time will that amount to, if you’ve designed

an appropriate—and appropriately large—

streamlined systems and created all sorts of

entity and pitch your idea. You may be sur-

template emails to use? Hours and hours a

prised at how easily you get the gig!

week!
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Announce your offerings.

Work online.

You want to start your practice. You don’t an-

It goes without saying that you will build

nounce that fact once. You announce it many,

a presence on the Internet. But although it

many times. You intend to offer a class. You

goes without saying, it needs saying, as some

don’t announce that fact once. You announce

coaches haven’t yet embraced what the In-

it many, many times, in many, many ways.

ternet offers—from the Skype coaching they

Whatever it is that you are offering or selling,

might do to the online classes they might

announce it a lot. Rather than getting tired

teach to the downloadable programs they

of hearing, prospective customers only start

might create—and are missing out on the

hearing after they encounter something a

most important career resource available to

third, fourth or fifth time!

them. Embrace all that the Internet offers!
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End each work day.

Talk to other coaches.

Because everything is on your shoulders, it’s

You will have to invent your own wheel, as

easy to feel as if you ought to work around

each coaching practice is personalized and id-

the clock. Try to formally—and maybe cer-

iosyncratic. By the same token, it is useful and

emonially—end your work day at a certain

wise to learn from other coaches, especially

point and live the rest of your life, whether

successful ones, what has worked for them,

that means relaxing, being with people, or

what hasn’t worked for them, and anything

living your other life purposes. Peacefully and

else pertinent that they care to share. You

completely end your work day at a reasonable

can learn a lot from going to their websites

time and go live the rest of life!

or reading interviews with them, but you will
learn the most by having personal conversations!

42
Catch up with yourself.

43

You will likely have many irons in the fire and

Relax.

be living a busy, demanding, hectic life. It’s
easy to lose track of projects, drop the ball on
projects, and not know if you are coming or
going. Make sure to periodically step back,
check in with yourself and catch up with yourself. You might do this once a week or once a
month or when you intuitively sense that you

There are always a million things to do and we
can find ourselves relentlessly pulled about
by tasks, chores, errands, and all the rest. Relax before things. Relax between things. Relax
after things. Relax!

really ought to. This checking in is really important!
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Repeat what works.

Take vacations with your work.

Did you run a successful class? Try not to be

Need a vacation? But also intrigued by the

bored by that success or think that you are

idea of designing a class or workshop? Do

obliged to do “more” or “something new.” Re-

both! Go to that cabin in the woods, that se-

peat some of your successes—they can be-

cluded beach, or those grand boulevards both

come mainstays of your coaching career!

as a vacation but also as inspiration to work on
your class. What better way to spend time, on
vacation while also brainstorming something
beautiful into existence?
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Trust your own opinions.

Do a lot.

Everyone has an opinion. When it comes to

You may be feeling, “I’m doing too much al-

something about which you know nothing,

ready!” But running a business as a one-per-

like a new tech device or service, you will have

son proprietor requires an awful lot from you.

to rely on the opinions of others, though even

You have to do … pretty much everything.

there you will want to trust your intuition. But

Accept that reality, try to smile at the heavy

when it comes to the things about which you

lifting required, and do a lot.

know a lot—the coaching you do, the classes
you run, the programs you create—do your
own appraising and judging and trust your
own opinions!
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Celebrate.

Keep meaning afloat.

It’s all too easy to keep our nose to the grind-

Remind yourself that you matter, that your

stone and never look up and celebrate our ac-

efforts matter, that you have excellent rea-

complishments, all those small, daily accom-

sons for wanting to coach, and that life hasn’t

plishments that indubitably count. Make sure

turned meaningless because a day is gray or

to celebrate once, twice, three times a day!

very much like drudgery. Remind yourself
that you are living one of your life purposes by
coaching and train yourself to experience the
feeling of meaning return!

50
Enjoy the work.

LEARN MORE

Joy is in short supply in life. Coaching can be

To learn more about my creativity coaching

really enjoyable work. Whether your practice

trainings, books, workshops, services, and

is giant or tiny, whether you’re after a big in-

other offerings, please visit ericmaisel.com.

come or just a revenue stream, enjoy the ac-

You can also always contact me at ericmaisel@

tual work of coaching. Let it be one of your

hotmail.com.

places of joy!
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